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British automaker Bentley is rounding out its driver-focused S range with the debut of the Flying Spur S.

Available in both 4.0-liter V8 or V6 hybrid powertrains, the new Flying Spur S models join the recently launched
Continental GT S and GT S Convertible (see story). T he S range will make a public debut at the Goodwood Festival
of Speed as the marque continues to tout its top performance vehicles.
Flying high
Reinforcing Bentley's Beyond100 strategy, this marks the first time the "S" badge is being applied to a hybrid vehicle.
T he Flying Spur Hybrid S is one of the most efficient Bentley models and can travel up to 26 miles in pure electric
drive. It goes from 0 to 62 mph in 4.1 seconds and has a Sport model that enhances engine sounds for the driver to
reflect the car's sporting character.

The interior of the Flying Spur S. Image courtes y of Bentley Motors

T he V8 version of the Flying Spur S goes from 0 to 62 mph in 4.0 seconds and has a top speed of 198 mph. Bentley
Dynamic Ride and Electronic All-Wheel Steering come standard.
For an athletic and understated aesthetic, the Flying Spur S models have black brightware, gloss black lower bumper

grilles, dark tinted headlamps and rear lights and distinctive S badging on the front fenders. Bright chrome finishes
are reserved for the winged Bentley badge and trunk lettering.
T he interior includes performance-focused two-tone color splits, as selected by customers. T he S design seats are
fluted, and the headrests can be embroidered with an "S" emblem or Bentley wings.
T he driver instrumentation is inspired by motorsport chronometers and uses the same graphics as the Continental
GT Speed.
Bentley will debut the S model range at the Goodwood Festival of Speed from June 23 to June 26. Examples of the
Flying Spur S, GT S and GT C S will participate in the hill climb as part of the "First Glance" class.
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